
ALLIANCE OF THE CRYSTAL  
AND THE PLANT WORLD

Classic and modern, the refinement of crystal combined 
with the solidity of bamboo. It is this paradox, embelli-
shed with sculpted leaves and different colour ranges, 
which makes Bambou a unique collection where 
the details go perfectly with the cross braces of the 
bathroom fittings.

Available for basins, showers and baths, with a coordi-
nated accessories line, this series is available in a wide 
choice of finishes, including chrome, gold, soft gold, 
nickel, rhodium silver and rose gold. 

CONTEMPORARY COLLECTIONS

Straight, graphic or sometimes curved lines, THG Paris 
contemporary bathroom fittings are pure and unders-
tated. The chrome and pink gold finishes are ideally 
suited to this style.
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LALIQUE

For more than 100 years, Lalique’s manufacture 
located in Alsace, area renowned for its glassma-
king, has perpetuated a traditional know-how. 

Lalique style is easily recognizable through the 
manual modelling of the shapes and patterns. The 
different types of finishing create a characteristic 
contrast of clear and matt crystal, an identity built 
by softness, feminity and nature with strong Art 
Nouveau and Art Déco inspirations. 

Lalique metamorphoses raw material into unique 
artworks.

Ref. A33 Bambou cristal noir - A34 Bambou cristal ambre
Ref. A35 Bambou cristal clair
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MORE INFORMATION ON THE WHOLE COLLECTION 
Available in 27 colours

A33.151
Rim mounted 3-hole basin mixer 

Cristal noir

A34.151
Rim mounted 3-hole basin mixer

Cristal ambre

A35.151
Rim mounted 3-hole basin mixer

Cristal clair

A33.40G
Wall mounted basin set

Cristal noir

A34.40G
Wall mounted basin set

Cristal ambre

A35.40G
Wall mounted basin set

Cristal clair

A33.5100BR
Trimmings for thermostat

Cristal noir

A34.5100BR
Trimmings for thermostat

Cristal ambre

A35.5100BR
Trimmings for thermostat

Cristal clair


